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Abstract: We present nlrpBENCH: a new platform and framework to improve soft-
ware engineering research as well as teaching with focus on requirements engineering
during the software engineering process. It is available on http://nlrp.ipd.

kit.edu.
Recent advances in natural language processing have made it possible to process

textual software requirements automatically, for example checking them for flaws or
translating them into software artifacts. This development is particularly fortunate,
as the majority of requirements is written in unrestricted natural language. However,
many of the tools in in this young area of research have been evaluated only on limited
sets of examples, because there is no accepted benchmark that could be used to assess
and compare these tools. To improve comparability and thereby accelerate progress,
we have begun to assemble nlrpBENCH, a collection of requirements specifications
meant both as a challenge for tools and a yardstick for comparison.

We have gathered over 50 requirement texts of varying length and difficulty and
organized them in benchmark sets. At present, there are two task types: model extrac-
tion (e.g., generating UML models) and text correction (e.g., eliminating ambiguities).
Each text is accompanied by the expected result and metrics for scoring results. This
paper describes the composition of the benchmark and the sources. Due to the brevity
of this paper, we omit example tools comparisons which are also available.

1 Introduction

The majority (79%) of software requirements is written in unrestricted, natural language

(NL) [MFI04]. Tools that analyze and transform requirements should therefore be capable

of handling NL. Recent advances in natural language processing (NLP) indicate that this

is an attainable goal. Among the most striking advances is IBM’s Watson 1, which beat

two former world champions in the game of Jeopardy! in Feb. 2011. Watson won with

a commanding lead, not only because it can process text, but also because it can handle

1http://www.pcworld.com/article/219900/IBM_Watson_Wins_Jeopardy_Humans_

Rally_Back.html and http://www.forbes.com/sites/bruceupbin/2013/11/14/

ibm-opens-up-watson-as-a-web-service/, accessed 18/12/2014.
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context. It has been made available to programmers as a web service in 2014. While

Watson answers questions, Google Translate translates texts and web pages among over 60

languages. While not perfect, the results are usable and are improving with time. Jibbigo 2

translates both voice and text among 20+ languages and runs offline on smart phones.

Given these feats, progress in processing NL requirements should be attainable.

A useful application of NLP is analyzing requirements for flaws such as ambiguity, impre-

cision, or incompleteness. Generation tasks, such as extracting models or test scripts from

texts, are more demanding, with many open questions. Virtually all researchers, however,

demonstrate their systems on their own and usually small examples. Without an accepted

benchmark, results are difficult to reproduce and identifying superior approaches is nearly

impossible. To improve this situation, we introduce nlrpBENCH, an evolving benchmark

for comparing tools for NL requirements processing. Its primary goals are to provide

challenges and to make requirements engineering (RE) tools comparable. A hoped-for,

secondary effect is to accelerate progress: With the benchmark, it should be easier to de-

termine superior techniques, which can then be adopted and improved by others much

faster than presently. The examples in the benchmark can also be used for educational

purposes, as they include realistic samples that could be used for study.

In their study on the effectiveness of benchmarks, Sim et al. [SEH03] note that in order

to advance research it is important to create a culture of “collaboration, openness, and

publicness”, and that benchmarks significantly contribute to such a culture. According to

Sim, “this kind of public evaluation contrasts sharply with the descriptions of tools and

techniques that are currently found in software engineering conference or journal publica-

tions”.

In 1998, Tichy observed that software researchers needed to conduct more experiments

rather than work with small ad-hoc examples. Benchmarks provide a basis for repeatable

experiments. Along with realistic inputs, nlrpBENCH also suggests methods for compar-

ing and ranking solutions, making objective evaluation possible. It could become a basis

for rigorous empirical research in NLP for RE.

Researcher and practitioners are encouraged to use and extend nlrpBENCH and provide

additional metrics for comparison purposes. It might have an accelerating effect on RE,

just as benchmarks accelerated research in other fields.

2 nlrpBENCH

2.1 The Structure of nlrpBENCH

nlrpBENCH is a set of tasks, grouped into benchmarks. A task is a NL requirements

document and possible solutions. A task is associated with a task type. There are two task

types: model extraction and text correction. Additional task types will be added (e.g. test

code generation), as the capability of tools expands. Every task has a NL document and

2http://www.jibbigo.com, accessed 12/18/2014.
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an expected result; for every task type there are metrics for determining the quality of a

solution (e.g. recall, precision, and F-measure).

2.2 Sources and Approach

The current collection holds over 50 tasks. The expected solutions were constructed by

hand and reviewed. The tasks are broken down by categories (e.g. teaching example,

industrial specification, standard), by language, and by the availability of solutions. Un-

fortunately, not all of the tasks have unique solutions.

For overall progress, one needs real requirements. At conferences and in personal discus-

sions, researchers often criticize the lack of real-world requirement examples: textbooks

contain few examples and they seem to be written by the authors or copied from other

textbooks. Many examples about NLP requirements processing use an artificial, strongly

restricted language. Also, companies often hesitate to provide samples due to fear of ex-

posing intellectual property or because they think their requirements to be poorly written

or inferior in some other way.

As a starting point, we collected previously published examples (and their solutions).

Berry et al. published specification texts [KZMB08, BKK03, BBGT08] in order to study

flaws. Kof published a solution to Abrial’s well-known steam boiler example [Abr96,

Kof04a] and to the Daimler Chrysler Demonstrator [BHH+03, Kof04b]. Industry/research

cross-breeds like Accenture’s RAT [VK08] provide cleaned-up real-world samples. Other

tasks have been provided by the research community (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid,

Gordon College, and others), companies (Accenture USA, Agilent, BOSCH), or have been

taken from textbooks and teaching materials. Text for which we have permission are pro-

vided on our website; for others, we provide links.

When we designed the benchmark, we kept Sim et al’s [SEH03] desiderata in mind: Ac-

cessibility, affordability, clarity, relevance, solvability, portability, and scalability. As our

benchmark is fully open and the entire material can be downloaded free of charge, acces-

sibility, and affordability are given. Every task is accompanied with clear instructions and

evaluation criteria. The difficulty of the texts varies greatly, so there should be enough

material suitable for testing research prototypes as well as industrial-strength tools. The

realism of the texts also varies: We included simple textbook examples as well as industrial

examples.

2.3 The Tasks

The nlrpBENCH website lists the available tasks in alphabetical order. The website also

allows search and browsing through the task categories. Where there are published solu-

tions, these are listed; if there is no gold standard for a given task, the available solutions

form a baseline to improve upon. If there are multiple solutions for a task, we provide all

of them to provoke discussions of pros and cons.
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Figure 1: The DaimlerChrysler Demonstrator Specification. A short summary and downloads for
detailed information are provided at a glance.

For every task there is a summary page listing the task’s properties (such as length, dif-

ficulty, and source). Figure 1 shows the DailmerChrysler Demonstrator [BHH+03]. It

consists of two documents: the system requirements and the system specification. For

both texts there is a short summary and a link to the full document. The source is ac-

knowledged.

2.4 Current Benchmarks

Text to UML Benchmark The goal of the Text to UML benchmark is the extraction of

UML class models from text. It is comprised of five short and simple English specifications

(two of which are provided in German as well). The lengths of the texts range from 49

to 219 words. The first specification, a public library, has been published several times

in SE papers (e.g. in reference [HG03]). The second one is the WHOIS server protocol

as described by the IETF RFC 3912. The three remaining texts stem from SE exams and

should therefore be consistent, written in a clear language, and straight-forward to model.

Evaluation criteria for UML class diagrams have been proposed in 2003 [HG03]. Har-

main and Gaizauskas show how to determine recall, precision, and over-specification of

an UML class diagram by mapping the solution to the expected result. Over-specification

“measures how much extra correct information in the system response is not found in the”

expected solution. The evaluation method is manual at the moment but could be partly

automated using model comparison features of the Eclipse Modeling Framework and oth-

ers.

Text Correction Benchmark The goal of the Text Correction benchmark is the auto-

matic detection and correction of linguistic flaws. The benchmark texts are interspersed

with known flaws such as ambiguities, nominalization, and incompleteness. The texts

were published in references [KZMB08, BKK03, BBGT08] and were accompanied with
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comprehensive lists of flaws. Recall and precision are suitable evaulation criteria. With

a common benchmark, different approaches, the benefits, and drawbacks could be easily

assessed. It can also be used in case studies and controlled experiments.

3 Related Work

Benchmarks have been used in a variety of areas. The Transaction Processing Perfor-

mance Council (TPC) [Gra92] published benchmarks for comparing databases. The Stan-

dard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) benchmark evaluates performance of

CPUs [Hen00], web servers, mail servers, application servers, etc.

The DARPA Grand Challenge for driverless vehicles (e.g. [DAR04]) can also be seen

as a benchmark. The task was for autonomous vehicles to navigate across a stretch of

desert. In 2007, this benchmark was extended to driving in urban settings in the DARPA

Urban Challenge. This is a good example how benchmarks and competition can speed

up progress: In the span of about ten years, this benchmark helped develop autonomous

vehicles for real traffic.

About a handful of examples have been used in the RE literature to compare tools; these

include a meeting scheduler [FFFL97], an elevator controller [PR99], a steam boiler con-

troller [Abr96, Kof04a], and a public library [Cal94, HG03]. These are popular examples

and they are included nlrpBENCH.

4 Conclusion

We present a publicly available collection of requirements specifications. This collection

is intended to make tools that process NL requirements comparable. We assembled two

benchmarks, one for model extraction and one for text correction. The specifications can

be used for evaluations and educational purposes. We invite both professionals and re-

searchers to use, expand, and improve nlrpBENCH. If accepted by the RE community,

the benchmarks might lead to public competitions, awards, and prizes.
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